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In the competitive crypto landscape, a new coin project called Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX) is
gaining attention for its unique combination of innovative technology and a strong, community-
oriented approach.

Then, What is Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX)? Is it a good investment in 2024? In this article, we will
take a close look at this meme coin project.
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BTCC offers 300+ virtual currency contract trading pairs with leverage ranging
from 1Χ to 225Χ. If you want to start trading cryptocurrencies, you can start by signing up
for BTCC.

＼Trade On BTCC With 10 FREE USDT!／

Sign Up To Receive Up To 10,055 USDT DEPOSIT BONUS
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What is Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX)?

Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX) is a new cryptocurrency designed to symbolize rebirth and innovation
within the crypto world. Supported by a dedicated and rapidly growing community, Phoenix
Memecoin aims to offer stability and long-term growth through its thoughtful tokenomics and
strategic planning.

The vision of Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX) is to make Phoenix one of the most well-known and
popular meme coins, supported by a strong community and sustainable development. Primarily
being positioned as a high-fun-factor meme coin, Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX) also boosts additional
benefits:

Community Rewards: Rewards for active community members and content creators.
Trading: Phoenix can be traded on various decentralized exchanges.
Exclusive Content and Events: Access to special content and events for Phoenix token
holders.
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Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX) Key Features

Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX) owns many unique features, making it a great choice for anyone
contemplating venturing into the meme coin ecosystem.

Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX)’s Key Features summarize as below:

Thoughtful tokenomics
Strategic fund allocation
Community development
Transparency and securityv
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$PHNX Tokenomics

The token distribution of the $PHNX tokens for various use cases is thoughtfully distributed to cater
to future ecosystem development. The total supply of $PHNX tokens is limited. The distribution of
the tokens is as follows:

Presale: 30%
Community and Rewards: 10%
Team and Development: 10%
Liquidity for CEX and DEX Listings: 50%
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Use of Presale Funds The funds from the presale will be allocated as follows:

15% locked for liquidity on Raydium: This ensures the coin’s stability.
10% paid to the team: These funds are for ongoing development and projectmanagement, with
each developer receiving 2.5%.
20% reserved for future CEX listings: These funds will be used to list Phoenix oncentralized
exchanges, increasing reach and liquidity.
30% for partnerships and marketing: These funds will be used for partnerships withinfluencers
worldwide and for advertising expenses.
25% for coin buyback: These funds will be used to buy back the coin, with all bought-back
coins being burned.
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Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX) Roadmap

The Phoenix meme coin platform has set up a detailed roadmap showing each stage of its
development such as token launch, listing on various exchanges, community development activities,
and rewarding schedules.

June 28, 2024: Project launch and Whitepaper release. Community building andsocial media
presence.
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July 9, 2024: Presale start and partnership building.
July 30, 2024: Launch on decentralized exchanges, community events, and
End of 2024: Introduction of community rewards, launch on centralized exchanges, further
development, and new features.
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Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX) Presale 
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Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX) officially launched its presale on July 9. During the presales stage,
which ends 14 days after the writing of this article, The PHNX tokens are sold at a discounted price
of 1 SOL=2000 $PHNX. The amount of money gathered from the presales stage of the token will be
spent in the following ways to fuel the future development and innovation of the platform.

15% locked for liquidity on Raydium: This ensures the coin’s stability
10% paid to the team
20% reserved for future CEX listings
30% for partnerships and marketing
25% for coin buyback
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Is Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX) a Good Investment in 2024?

Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX) is more than just a token—it is a symbol of rebirth and community in
the crypto world. With a clear vision, strong tokenomics, and an engaged community, it is widely
expected that Phoenix Memecoin will become a significant force in the meme coin universe.

However, as with any investment, it’s crucial to conduct due diligence and consider your risk
tolerance. Whether Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX) is a good investment is highly depends on traders’
investment preference and risk tolerance, all investors are advised to do profound research and stay
well-informed before making any investment decision regarding Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX) meme
coin.
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How to Buy the $PHNX Token?

If you are interested in Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX) meme coin and want to buy this meme coin in
its presale stage, follow the below step-by-step guide to participate in this project.

Step 1: Prepare a wallet

You should have a Solana-based wallet to operate cryptocurrencies like $PHNX. Phantom Wallet
works perfectly fine. (Note: Dont use a CEX wallet.)

Step 2: Buy Solana

To participate you need to have Solana on your wallet. You can buy that on any CEX like Binance,
 MoonPay, Paybis, OKX,  Bitpanda,  Crypto.com, or anything else and send it to your wallet.
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Step 3: Buy $PHNX

After that, you should send up to max 30 Solana from the PHANTOM WALLET to our presale wallet
address 6Lh4Vnzq4uyTn2ymvPLP8pN8tKGZ5fqDgwTPJbMUawsy

Step 4: Follow $PHNX on social media

Listing happens on July 30th on DEX. CEX listings will be announced soon. So Stay up to date on X
account of Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX).

That’s all information about Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX), If you want to know more information
about Phoenix Memecoin ($PHNX) and other cryptocurrencies, please visit BTCC Academy.
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